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the Animal welfare institute (AWI) is a non-profit 
charitable organization founded in 1951 to reduce the 
sum total of pain and fear inflicted on animals by humans. 
our legislative division, the society for Animal protective 
legislation (SAPL), pushes for the passage of laws that 
reflect this purpose.

AnimAl welfAre institute

• Abolishing factory farms and achieving humane 
slaughter for all animals raised for meat

• improving the housing and handling of animals 
used for experimentation and pushing for the 
development of animal research alternatives

• ending the use of steel-jaw leghold traps and reforming 
other cruel methods of controlling wildlife populations

• preserving species threatened with extinction 
and protecting wildlife in international trade

• enforcing strict regulation of transport 
conditions for all animals

• encouraging humane science teaching and preventing 
painful experiments on animals by students

speCif iC goAls inCluDe:
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in 1951, Awi struck a medal in honor of Dr. Albert 
schweitzer to be presented for outstanding achievement 
advancing animal welfare. the front and back of the medal 
are shown below.

the AlBert sChweitzer meDAl
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in granting AWI permission to use his name, Dr. 
schweitzer wrote, “i would never have believed that 
my philosophy, which incorporates in our ethics a 
compassionate attitude toward all beings, would be 
noticed and recognized in my lifetime.”
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AnimAls in lABorAtories

Awi works to reduce the distress that animals used for 
experimentation endure and to advocate the implementation 
of alternatives to animal testing whenever possible. humane 
treatment and environmental enrichment are crucial. Viktor 
and Annie reinhardt’s new book, Variables, Refinement 
and Environmental Enrichment for Rodents and Rabbits kept 
in Research Institutions: Making Life Easier for Animals in 
Laboratories, will help researchers, animal care personnel and 
veterinarians achieve this goal. the book is especially important 
to the care of rats and mice, who vastly outnumber all other 
animals in research laboratories, yet have no protection under 
the Animal welfare Act (AwA).

Viktor continues to moderate the laboratory Animal 
refinement and enrichment forum, an email list server that 
allows members of the animal care community from all over 
the world to discuss their experiences with improving the 
housing and handling conditions for the animals in their 
charge. numerous discussions have been published in various 
professional journals, and a compilation in book form will be 
published by Awi next year.

thanks to the generous support of an anonymous donor, we 
were able to offer eight $6,000 refinement Awards for north 
American residents involved in non-lethal studies that are 
aimed at the refinement of housing and handling conditions 
of animals in laboratories. we look forward to featuring these 
studies in upcoming issues of the AWI Quarterly.

Awi applauds the growing number of research institutions 
that have chosen to prohibit the use of Class B dealers as a 

source of dogs and cats. Currently, only �4 of these random 
source dealers remain, and many are under investigation by 
the us Department of Agriculture (usDA) for failing to comply 
with the requirements of the AwA. meanwhile, notorious 
former Class B dealer C.C. Baird and his wife patsy were finally 
sentenced in july—almost a year after they consented to criminal 
forfeiture of $200,000 and their Arkansas home and former 
kennel facilities, valued at about $�.� million, plus $42,400 to 
compensate the groups that took custody of their animals. 

we also cosponsored a briefing on legislation to end the sale 
of companion animals by random source dealers. At the event, 
an undercover investigator who worked on the Bairds’ property 
described the appalling conditions he witnessed, and owners 
of dogs who were rescued from the operation spoke about the 
lengthy recoveries their animals have been going through.
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were not native and 
migrated to the area 
after a fire several years 
ago at an Apache reservation. in 
collaboration with the organization 
in Defense of Animals and individual 
plaintiffs, Awi sought to stop the 
removal of these horses through 
court intervention. A restraining order 
preventing the usfs from carrying out 
its plan remains in place.

Awi has a long history of 
involvement in the development 
and implementation of the 
Convention on the international 
trade in endangered species of 
wild fauna and flora (Cites). in 
April 2006, D.j. participated in a 
Cites training session in Budapest, 
hungary, organized by the species 
survival network. to advance 
greater protections for species 
subjected to unsustainable 
levels of trade, we are 
identifying areas of 
Cites’s regulatory 
role that are in need 
of improvement.

AnimAls in the wilD

from endangered elephants abused in captivity to yellowstone 
bison killed in montana, Awi campaigns to protect all wildlife. 
D.j. schubert, wildlife biologist, joined the Awi staff last year, 
bringing with him decades of experience. After montana 
resumed its brutal bison hunt, he campaigned against the action 
vigorously in collaboration with the Buffalo field Campaign. 
D.j. attended a meeting of the greater yellowstone interagency 
Brucellosis Committee in jackson hole, wy. in june 2006 to 
advocate for greater protection of yellowstone’s bison and to 
challenge ongoing and new agency efforts that threaten one of 
the park’s most iconic and popular animals.

last winter, tracy silverman and tom garrett met with 
an executive of the fur institute of Canada in ottawa and a 
nationally renowned specialist in wildlife control, management 
and conservation, who demonstrated several innovative and 
less inhumane ways to trap animals. Before leaving Canada, 
they visited the Belisle trap Company manufacturing facility in 
Quebec to learn about a new generation of foot snares. And to 
foster development of other non-lethal and innovative methods 
of wildlife control in the united states, Awi established the 
annual Christine stevens wildlife Awards. seventeen applicants 
submitted proposals for diverse, humane projects. 

in Arizona, the us forest service (usfs) last september 
announced its plan to round up 400 wild horses in eastern 
Arizona’s Apache-sitgreaves national forest, with the goal of 
selling them at auction in a nearby town—a fate that would surely 
lead them to slaughter. the horses were residing in the protected 
heber wild horse territory, but the agency claimed they 
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AnimAls in the oCeAn

Awi works to mitigate threats to marine animals, including loss 
of habitat and prey species, bycatch from fishing practices, ship 
strikes, illegal fishing and anthropogenic noise. As part of a global 
protest, we organized last fall’s washington, D.C. rally against 
japan’s dolphin drive hunt slaughter, an incredibly cruel practice 
underpinned by the aquaria industry, which sources live animals 
from the hunts. Advocates gathered in front of the embassy of 
japan, vocalizing their disapproval of the annual massacre.

we made several visits to the united nations headquarters 
in new york during the general Assembly on oceans meetings 
to urge delegates to take action to curb anthropogenic ocean 
noise. the resultant resolution called for further studies and 
consideration of the impacts of ocean noise on marine living 
resources—a huge step toward our goal to reduce the deadly 
and disruptive volume of human-caused ocean noise. ironically, 
following the resolution, another beaked whale mass stranding 
incident occurred in spain. A naval exercise prior to the deaths 
was implicated when the pathology results cited acoustic trauma 
as the likely cause.

in may, Awi’s susan millward visited several Caribbean 
nations to inform local groups and individuals about the threat 
of anthropogenic ocean noise. she presented at the Caribbean 
Animal welfare Conference in Antigua, spoke at a trinidad 
meeting of the local marine mammal stranding network, and 
made a radio appearance to discuss the impacts of seismic noise 
on fish. in the Bahamas, the site of several whale stranding 
incidents in proximity to the us navy’s Atlantic underseatest and 
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evaluation Center, she presented at town hall meetings and met 
with local fishery officials to discuss the stranding incidents.

the 2006 meeting of the international whaling Commission 
(iwC) was held in st. Kitts and nevis. this country receives 
millions of dollars in fisheries aid from japan and supports 
a pro-whaling position in the iwC. in preparation for the 
meeting, Awi engaged the us government in a dialogue over 
our concern about its weakened position on whale protection. 
unfortunately, these fears were exacerbated at the meeting. 
finally, japan introduced its much-anticipated proposal for 
“normalization” of the iwC, to take it back to its inception in 
�946 and allow commercial whaling. A “declaration” to revoke 
the moratorium was also introduced by the host country, and a 
narrow majority was secured by the pro-whaling nations when 
it passed.



AnimAls in AgriCulture

While agribusiness companies increasingly confine farm 
animals in factories, prohibiting them from exhibiting natural 
behaviors and leading quality lives, we have stepped up our 
mission to encourage the practice of responsible, humane 
farming. AWI staff or agents and consulting animal scientist Dr. 
Keith Thornton, a specialist in raising pigs outdoors, visit the 
small, independent farms participating in our ever-expanding 
Animal Welfare Approved program to offer advice and ensure 
animals are being raised according to AWI’s requirements.

Our new standards, set to be released officially this fall, 
dictate the very best care for all animals on the farm. Raising 
animals on pasture or in deeply bedded barns without the 
use of unnecessary drugs and hormones is not only better for 
these beings and the environment, but for family farmers as 
well. For instance, through our longstanding partnership with 
Niman Ranch Pork Company, participating hog farmers are 
paid premium prices for their humanely raised animals. 

In June 2006, we sponsored farmers Frank Reese of the 
Good Shepherd Turkey Ranch, Bert and Trish Paris of the 
grazing dairy farm Peace of Pasture, Tony and Sue Renger 
of Willow Creek Farm, and Paul Willis of the Niman Ranch 
Pork Company to attend the 6th Congress of the European 
Society for Agricultural and Food Ethics in Oslo, Norway. At 
the conference, they described the importance of farm animal 
welfare to the enjoyment and profitability of their farming 
and showed slides of their operations. 

AWI has upheld its collaboration with European farmers. 
Over the summer, we brought Swedish pig farmers Gun and 
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Martin Ragnarsson to the University of Minnesota, West 
Central Research and Outreach Center (WCROC) to teach 
faculty and staff about the deep-bedded Swedish group sow 
housing and farrowing system. We also continue to work with 
consultant Marek Kryda in Eastern Europe, where past AWI 
Schweitzer Award winner Andrzej Lepper was fortunately 
appointed to the position of Polish Minister of Agriculture last 
fall. Marek is encouraging Mr. Lepper in his fight to declare 
decisive limitation on factory farming growth in the country.



soCiety for AnimAl proteCtiVe legislAtion

in an effort to educate constituents on how their legislators stand 
on animal issues, as well as to encourage members of Congress 
to do more for all beings, sApl has launched the Compassion 
index. the online resource, www.Compassionindex.org, tracks 
how legislators vote on featured bills and which measures they 
sponsor or cosponsor. Currently at the center of attention is the 
American horse slaughter prevention Act, which passed in the 
house of representatives over the summer and is pending in 
the senate. As an interim measure, sApl and other advocates 
had secured the adoption of an amendment by Congress to 
stop horse slaughter for most of the last fiscal year. Capitulating 
to pressure from the three us-based horse slaughter plants, the 
us Department of Agriculture circumvented the temporary ban 
by modifying its regulations. 

sApl worked extensively on the pet safety and protection 
Act to stop the sale of dogs and cats to laboratories by random 
source dealers. representatives philip english (r-pA) and mike 
Doyle (D-pA) sponsored h.r. 5229, and senator Daniel Akaka 
(D-hi) introduced a companion bill, s. 45�. Additionally, we 
worked with representative nita lowey (D-ny) and Christopher 
shays (r-Ct) to reintroduce the inhumane trapping prevention 
Act to help the millions of animals who each year suffer long, 

drawn-out pain and fear after stepping into steel-jaw leghold 
traps. though 88 countries have banned the trap, the united 
states still has not.

we have also had to help defeat other bills that posed 
threats to animals. foremost was the so-called “threatened and 
endangered species recovery Act,” a measure introduced by 
representative richard pombo (r-CA) to gut the endangered 
species Act (esA). Among many problems, the 
bill would have eliminated the requirement 
to designate critical habitat for listed 
species and required the government 
to pay landowners, developers, 
extractive industry and others 
for the loss of the value of any 
proposed activity prohibited by 
the esA. fortunately, Congress 
did not adopt this bill. legislation 
to allow drilling in the Arctic 
national wildlife refuge also 
surfaced repeatedly, but it was 
rejected each time, thanks to 
strong grassroots objection.
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Awi QuArterly

the AWI Quarterly is distributed to approximately 23,000 
individuals and organizations, including public libraries, deans of 
medical and veterinary schools, animal protection organizations, 
teachers, scientists and AWI members. following are summaries 
of some of the articles from the past year.



• methyl bromide, a chemical used to sterilize soil before plant-
ing crops such as tomatoes and strawberries, is one of the ma-
jor contributors to ozone depletion. unfortunately, the united 
states continues to use the chemical by taking advantage of a 
montreal protocol treaty loophole.

• Awi reported on it’s ongoing lawsuit against the ringling Bros. 
and Barnum & Bailey Circus for mistreating Asian elephants. 
these endangered animals are hauled around the country to 
entertain ringling’s waning audiences, only to be beaten with 
sharp metal bullhooks and confined with chains between per-
formances. the suit, filed in 2000, is in the discovery phase.

• Costa rica banned dolphin and whale captivity, thanks to three 
years of hard work by fundación promar. A spanish translation 
of Awi’s swim-with brochure was used in the campaign. 

• A brutal norwegian whale hunt was filmed by undercover in-
vestigators from the environmental investigation Agency and 
the world society for the protection of Animals.

• “sponging” dolphins off the coast of Australia appear to use 
sea sponges as tools for protection. researchers believe mother 
dolphins teach their female young how to use the sponges and 
that this technique is an example of material culture.

• the us Department of Agriculture cited the university of nevada 
with 46 violations of the Animal welfare Act in 2004 and 2005, 
following an investigation that exposed cruelly abandoned pigs 
and the deaths of starved pregnant sheep. the university paid a 
civil penalty of $��,400.

• A narrative by Ben white, who tragically died last summer, un-
covered his magnificent experience swimming with wild dol-
phins off the coast of hawaii—an incident that changed his life 
and called him to action on behalf of all animals.

• york university’s natasha Down reported on how socialization 
and enrichment can drastically improve the lives of rabbits used 
for experimentation. 

• the university of guelph’s stephanie yue, a recipient of the 
grant from Awi and the Center for Alternatives to Animal 
testing, discussed her findings on fish sentience.

fAll 2005
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• wind energy is an important form of renewable energy, but 
turbines in some locations may harm bats and birds. preliminary 
studies by Bat Conservation international indicate that ridge tops 
in the path of migration routes, particularly in the mid-Atlantic 
region, are the most high-risk areas. potential sites should be 
examined thoroughly to prevent unnecessary wildlife deaths.

• Awi’s tracy silverman and jen rinick and Ben white’s daughter 
julia traveled to new orleans in the wake of hurricane Katrina 
to rescue abandoned companion animals. Awi also sent 
supplies to the gulf, such as humane box traps to help round up 
frightened animals.

• the debate over killing elephants in south Africa’s Kruger 
national park continued—as did the further development 
of immunocontraception. scientists demonstrated that this 
humane technique could be used successfully.

• An audit by the office of the inspector general cited the us 
Department of Agriculture for a lack of enforcement at the 
eastern region office and fines too low to deter violations of the 
Animal welfare Act (AwA). it also revealed an increasing number 
of experimental laboratories failing to comply with the AwA.

• public Citizen’s lori wallach explained the threat to animals 
posed by the Central American free trade Agreement and 
similar treaties that have promoted the intensification and 
spread worldwide of industrial agriculture.

• An undercover investigator partially funded by Awi traveled to 
the philippines to expose the illegal dog meat trade. working 
with a local organization, he was able to document local officials 
eating the meat, as well as attend a police raid and save 50 dogs 
from the slaughterhouse.

• high school and undergraduate dissection should be replaced 
with humane education. several suggestions for the classroom 
were offered.

• Black Market by Ben Davies features over �00 shocking images of 
the wildlife trade. Animals are used as aphrodisiacs, traditional 
medicine, delicacies, pets and trophies—creating a booming 
business in Asia. the pictures show both the heroic efforts to 
stop the cruelty and the brutality that remains.
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• four Cuvier’s beaked whales stranded and died on beaches off 
spain’s Almeria coast around the same time the British royal 
navy was conducting exercises in the mediterranean. Awi 
confirmed that the navy used active sonar. preliminary necropsy 
results reported gas and fat embolic syndrome (a condition 
similar to “the bends”) as the cause of death for these animals.

• Conservation of marine mammals in mexico Vice president 
yolanda Alaniz announced that the mexican government has 
modified the general wildlife Act to ban imports and exports 
of marine mammals and primates and their parts, except for 
approved scientific research.

• global warming affects myriad species, causing threats such as 
loss of food sources and habitat. from coral bleaching in the 
deep seas to the retreating ice floes in Alaska, the effects of this 
human-caused threat to animals are frightening.

• florida proposed downlisting manatees from “endangered” 
to only “threatened,” despite the fact that the animals’ death 
rate in 2005 was the second highest on record. shoddy science 
is used to determine their population size, causing many to 
believe erroneously that manatee numbers are improving.

• As avian influenza continues to spread, its origins become 
even more of a concern. one theory posits that the H5N� 
virus occurs and travels along corridors used by industrialized 
poultry producers.

• the us Department of Agriculture (usDA) office of the 
inspector general released a report detailing its investigation of 
iowa’s Agriprocessors kosher slaughterhouse. the plant violated 
both usDA regulations and kosher law by engaging in “acts of 
inhumane slaughter” and other offenses.

• on his good shepherd turkey ranch, frank reese conserves 
standard-bred “heritage” turkeys through exacting breeding 
programs that ensure the birds do not suffer from an abnormal 
skeletal structure, growth rate, metabolic system and lifespan, 
unlike conventional turkeys.

• Animal friendships across different species, such as owen the 
hippo and mzee the tortoise, have become popular subjects 
in the media. these touching unions typically occur when an 
animal loses his or her mother or mate.
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• human overpopulation contributes to the growth of factory 
farms, unsustainable fishing practices and other harmful actions. 
we can lessen our footprint on the environment by reducing 
our consumption of resources.

• polly schultz of oregon primate rescue works with a cynomolgus 
monkey named Annie who demonstrates self-awareness by 
recognizing her own image in the mirror. 

• evan maclean and sheila roberts of Duke university, recipients 
of the Awi and Center for Alternatives to Animal testing grant, 
are resolving the problems associated with traditional double-
tier primate housing.

• in the wake of the media coverage of hal, a coyote who wandered 
into new york’s Central park and died after he was mishandled 
by his captors, Awi presented methods of humanely dealing 
with wildlife-human conflicts. often it is only fear and a lack of 
knowledge that cause us to handle these situations improperly.

• whole foods market banned the sale of lobsters and soft-shell 
crabs because the animals could not be transported and housed 
in a humane manner. Ceo john mackey also pledged $�0 
million to support locally grown food and promised to increase 
efforts to buy products from local farms and make long-term, 
low-interest loans to these farmers.

• Chicago voted in favor of a ban on the sale of foie gras. other 
us cities and states, such as philadelphia and new york, are also 
considering a prohibition on this product because it is made 
from ducks who have been force-fed. 

• Demand for organic dairy has shot up in recent years, and 
agribusiness did not take long to move in on the market. under 
the us Department of Agriculture regulations, cows may come 
from farms that confine thousands of animals in substandard 
conditions such as feedlots. Consumers must seek farmers who 
produce genuine organic milk products and raise their animals 
according to the highest standards.

• supporters of earth, people and Animals fought the arrival of a 
triumph foods slaughterhouse in east moline, ill. they convinced 
a local city council to reject a proposal for major financial 
incentives for the company. however, the victory was short-
lived, because the state’s governor offered funds to triumph.
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speeChes mADe AnD meetings AttenDeD
By Awi representAtiVes

&

ArtiCles in print



taking Action for Animals Conference, washington, D.C., july 
�6-�8: AWI exhibit

American Veterinary medical Association Annual Convention 
and world Veterinary Congress, minneapolis, minn., july �6-20

monitor Caribbean meetings, Alexandria, Va., july 20 and oct. 
26, 2005; jan. �8, 2006; gaithersburg, md., Aug. ��, 2005; May 
��, 2006

Benefit to rescue Asian elephants from Abuse by ringling 
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey, pacific palisades, Calif., july 2�: tracy 
silverman oversaw the event and made a presentation

practical farmers of iowa field Day, paulina, iowa, july 26: Awi 
co-sponsored this event

national homeless Animals Day, washington, D.C., Aug. 20: 
wendy swann spoke on companion animals and Class B dealers

seeds and Breeds Conference on preserving biodiversity and 
genetic resilience in livestock, Ames, iowa, sept. �2-�4

niman ranch farmer Appreciation Dinner, Des moines, iowa, 
sept. �7

us Department of Agriculture (usDA) future trends in Animal 
Agriculture meeting on Certification and education programs: 
Current status of Animal welfare, washington, D.C., sept. 
2�: marlene halverson presented a program on farm animal 
husbandry

marine mammal Conservancy Acoustic Committee meeting on 
anthropogenic noise, Bethesda, md., sept. 2�

third international workshop on the Assessment of Animal wel-
fare at farm and group level, Vienna, Austria, sept. 22-24

society for environmental journalists Conference, Austin, texas, 
sept. 30-Oct. �: Awi exhibit

American livestock Breeds Conservancy Annual Conference and 
members meeting, greeley, Colo., oct. 6-9

Dolphin drive hunt global protest in front of the embassy of 
japan, washington, D.C., oct. 8

whole foods market Animal Compassionate standards meetings, 
Austin, texas, Oct. �2-�3, 2005; march 27-28 and May �0, 2006

American Council on renewable energy phase ii policies 
presentation, washington, D.C., oct. �8

scoping meeting for marine mammal protection Act waiver 
request by the makah for whaling, silver spring, md., oct. �8: 
susan millward presented oral comment

united nations (un) general Assembly meeting on oceans and 
the law of the sea, new york, n.y., nov. 2

American Association for laboratory Animal science Conference, 
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 6-9: AWI exhibit

�09th us Animal health Association Annual meeting, Animal 
welfare Committee, hershey, pa., nov. 8: marlene halverson 
presented a report 

eastside Co-op and Clean water Action fund meeting on live-
stock production in the era of Confined feedlots, minneapolis, 
minn., nov. �0: marlene halverson presented a report
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2006

us navy briefing on east Coast swtr Deis, Vienna, Va., nov. �0

Clean water Action meeting, st. paul, minn., nov. ��

Alternative swine system program task force meetings, morris, 
Minn., Nov. �4, 2005; February 28 and June 30, 2006

national organic standards Board meeting, washington, D.C., 
Nov. �6-�8: Wendy Swann gave comment

Animal welfare institute board meetings, Alexandria, Va., Nov. 
2�, 2005; june 23, 2006

us navy public hearing on lfA seis, washington, D.C., Dec. �: 
susan millward gave comment

Chipotle mexican grill restaurant opening, hastings, minn., 
Dec. �6: Diane halverson and marlene halverson presented 
information about humane farming 

national park service workshop on bison and roads, gardiner, 
Mont., Jan. �8-�9

mid-Atlantic fisheries Council meeting, Annapolis, md., jan. �9

Awi-approved turkey farmers meeting, lindsborg, Kan., jan. 
27-28: Diane Halverson spoke on turkey welfare

pennsylvania Association for sustainable Agriculture annual con-
ference, State College, Pa., Feb. 2-4: “husbandry standards for 
high welfare farming” workshop by marlene halverson

meeting with Bo Derek and interior secretary gail norton on 
the fate of America’s wild horses, washington, D.C., feb. �3

un working group meeting on marine animals, new york, n.y., 
feb. �3-�7

Contract farming workshop, Alexandria, Va., feb. �6-�7

george washington Day Birthday parade, Alexandria, Va., feb. 
20: Awi animal floats and distribution of materials

international whaling Commission (iwC) revised management 
scheme working group meeting, Cambridge, united Kingdom, 
Feb 28-March 2

maryland state house of representatives environmental means 
Committee hearing on hB 465 to ban steel-jaw leghold traps, 
Annapolis, md., march �: tracy silverman gave testimony

international finance Corporation’s good practice note on 
Animal welfare, washington, D.C., march 2

niman ranch annual meeting, Ames, iowa, march 2

meeting with usDA Animal Care regarding the enforcement of 
the Animal welfare Act, riverdale, md., march �5

Animal welfare: A part of eu food Chain policy, international 
Conference on Animal welfare, Brussels, Belgium, march 20

european union Commission meeting on farm animal welfare, 
washington, D.C., march 20: Cathy liss gave a presentation

Animal Agriculture Alliance annual meeting: Animal welfare, 
Antibiotics and Activism, Washington, D.C., March 20-22

renewing America’s food traditions meeting, silk hope, n.C., 
March 25-26

2005
2006
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public responsibility in medicine and research annual confer-
ence, Boston, Mass., March 27-28. AWI materials distributed

winnipeg humane society eco-network workshop on impacts 
of proposed olywest slaughterhouse, winnipeg, manitoba, 
April 20: marlene halverson spoke on “husbandry systems for 
high welfare farming”

institute for Agriculture and trade policy 20th Anniversary 
gala, minneapolis, minn., April 22

species survival network meeting, Budapest, hungary, April 
24-27: D.j. schubert led a discussion on the role of Cites in 
protecting wildlife from illegal and unsustainable trade

us fish and wildlife service public meeting on migratory Bird 
management environmental impact statement, Arlington, Va., 
April 26: susan millward gave public comment

national marine fisheries service interagency meeting with the 
us delegation to the iwC, silver spring, md., may 5

Caribbean Animal welfare Conference, Antigua, may �5

meetings with fishermen, fishermen association representa-
tives and fish processors, port of spain, trinidad, may �8: susan 
millward interviewed participants about reduced catch rates

trinidad and tobago marine mammal stranding network 
meeting, st. Augustine, trinidad, may �8-�9: susan millward 
gave a presentation on ocean noise

Chipotle mexican grill employee farm visit at the willis farm, 
thornton, iowa, may �9

marine mammal press conference and patty roker radio show, 
nassau, Bahamas, may 2�: susan millward spoke

meeting with Bahamas Director of fisheries and minister of 
Agriculture and fisheries, nassau, Bahamas, may 22

town hall meetings, Andros island, Bahamas, may 22; nassau, 
Bahamas, may 23: susan millward gave presentations

45th Annual symposium of the Canadian Association for 
laboratory Animal science, montreal, Quebec, may 30: Viktor 
reinhardt gave a presentation

iwC subcommittee and plenary meetings, st. Kitts and nevis, 
june 9-2�

seventh meeting of the un informal Consultative process on 
oceans and the law of the sea, new york, n.y., june �2-�6

greater yellowstone interagency Brucellosis Committee meet-
ing, jackson hole, wyo., june �3

pet safety and protection Act briefing, washington, D.C., june 
�6: Cathy liss gave a presentation

usDA meeting on methods of mass depopulation of poultry, 
riverdale, md., june 2�

national Committees for research ethics 6th Congress of the 
european society for Agricultural and food ethics, “ethics and 
the politics of food,” oslo, norway, june 2�-24: marlene halv-
erson presented an animal welfare and production workshop

farm Animal Briefing, washington, D.C., june 29: Cathy liss 
and Awi farmers tony and sue renger gave presentations
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Maryja. Torun, Poland
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Monthly (Citizen Monthly). Warsaw, Poland 
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finAnCiAl informAtion



stAtement of ACtiVit ies
AnD ChAnges in net Assets
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stAtement of funCtionAl expenses
yeAr enDeD june 30,  2005

A complete financial statement audited by rosenberg, neuwirth and Kuchner, Certified public 
Accountants, pC, is available from AWI and upon written request from the office of Consumer Affairs, 
Commonwealth of Virginia, p.o. Box ��63, richmond, VA 232�8.
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if you would like to help assure the Animal welfare institute’s future 
through a provision in your will, this general form of bequest is 
suggested:

i give, devise and bequeath to the Animal welfare institute, 
located in washington, D.C., the sum of $_______________
and/or (specifically described property).

Donations to AWI, a not-for-profit corporation exempt under internal 
revenue Code section 50�(c)(3), are tax-deductible. we welcome any 
inquiries you may have. in cases in which you have specific wishes 
about the disposition of your bequest, we suggest you discuss such 
provisions with your attorney.
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this publication is printed with envirotech, an environmentally 
friendly ink, on recycled paper made from 100 percent post-
consumer waste fiber. mohawk options paper is certified by 
the forest stewardship Council draft guidelines for 100 percent 
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